Excellence through experience

Discounted products and services

As a part of our commitment to working with the Blended
Learning Consortium and its members, Quiss Technology
will discount all products and services for all its members.
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Excellence through experience

Here are some of the main services and products that we offer:
1.

All support mechanisms
Including software support and hardware support on
an unlimited basis. Heavily discounted by 35%
for all members.

2.

All consultancy services
No matter how big or small a job may be, we will
provide your organisation with reduced rates of
35% for project work and consultancy required.

3.

All Cloud/hosted services
This includes all of our Cloud based computing
products, again heavily discounted by 35% for all
members. We will also remove all set up charges for
you too.

4.

All training services
This includes all end user training services which will
be heavily discounted by 35% for all members.

5.

All eLearning services
Our eLearning audit services help devise, develop nad
build a digital strategy and policy with specific impact
driven outcomes and to ensure you are OFSTED ready.
Our strategies focus on minimising your long term
costs and maximising your return on investment (ROI).
We identify the necessary steps to ensure your staff are
guided in the use and adoption of eLearning provision.

6.

All procurement services
Members will be able to purchase equipment and
software from us on a cost plus 1% basis regardless of
quantity.

Quiss Technology
Quiss Technology provides a comprehensive range of hosted and on-premise IT and telephony support solutions for
businesses.
Launched in 1988, we are proud to have been the first UK IT service provider to achieve ISO27001: 2013 giving our
customers peace of mind that their data is secure.
Our clients also benefit from the support of our 60 strong support team of helpdesk engineers, field service engineers and
network specialists all over the country to support their IT infrastructure.
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